In and-coordinated clauses, the second conjunct elicits faster reading times when it parallels (vs. does not parallel) the first in constituent order. This paper examined whether such parallelism facilitation results from simple constituent order priming from the first to the second clause, or whether it can be modulated through the linguistic context (the conjunction and clausal relations). Three eye-tracking experiments on German assessed this issue by manipulating conjunction meaning and type within subjects (resemblance: 'and' vs. adversative: 'but' or 'while'; coordinating: 'and' and 'but'; subordinating: 'while'), and by varying the clausal relations between experiments. Clausal parallelism facilitation was reduced when syntactic dependence of the clauses from a superordinate verb reinforced their coherence, and semantic expectations for 'but' and 'while' were violated through the parallel constituent order and thematic role relations of noun phrases. By contrast, it was not reduced when the same expectations were satisfied through other sentence constituents (temporally contrastive adverbs) and when the coordination involved matrix clauses. The contextual modulation of parallelism facilitation rules out simple priming as the only underlying mechanism. The observed facilitation rather reflects compositional processing of the coordinands and the conjunction in the linguistic context.
Introduction
An increasing number of studies is beginning to examine sentence comprehension mechanisms by looking at how recently interpreted linguistic structure influences ensuing comprehension. Some of these studies have examined what has been dubbed structural 'priming' effects (e.g., Arai, Gompel, & Scheepers, 2007; Branigan, Pickering, & McLean, 2005; Scheepers & Crocker, 2004; Traxler, 2008) , that is the ''tendency to [. . .] better process a current sentence because of its structural similarity to a previously experienced ('prime') sentence'' (Pickering & Ferreira, 2008, p. 427) .
Other studies have examined 'parallelism effects', by which we mean processing facilitation within a given sentence when two conjuncts are similar in their structure. Not unlike priming, the structure of the second conjunct is processed with greater ease when it resembles the structure of the first conjunct (active-active coordination, (1a)) than when it doesn't (active-passive coordination, (1b), e.g., Frazier, Taft, Roeper, & Clifton, 1984) .
(1) (a) The tall gangster hit John and the short thug hit Sam. (b) The tall gangster was hit by John and the short thug hit Sam.
At first blush, these two kinds of repetition appear related through the facilitative effect that they procure and through the pervasiveness of their effects beyond the structural level. Priming during sentence comprehension also emerged for semantic similarity and lexical repetition (e.g., Kutas, 1993) , and parallelism effects for phonology, definiteness (Carlson, 2001; Frazier et al., 1984) , and animacy (Carlson, 2001; Frazier et al., 1984) amongst others. Both of these phenomena also occur with and without verb repetition. Verb repetition between a prime and target sentence was essential in eliciting priming effects when the primed structure was part of the verb's lexical entry (e.g., arguments, Arai et al., 2007) while priming of nonargument structure (adjuncts) did not depend upon verb repetition (Traxler, 2008) . For parallelism, facilitation has likewise been observed with (e.g., Frazier et al., 1984) and without verb repetition (e.g., Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009) .
Based on these similarities, it would seem parsimonious to assume that priming and parallelism effects implicate the same (priming) mechanism (of which more below). However, an argument in favor of a distinct parallelism mechanism would appear justified if -unlike priming -parallelism effects depended upon the linguistic context (e.g., coordination). Parallelism effects originally emerged in a specific syntactic environment (and-coordination), prompting speculation that their emergence might depend upon that context and involve more than just repetition. Initial empirical results seemed to corroborate this view. In andcoordination, facilitation manifested itself through faster reading times for the second conjunct of structurally parallel (e.g., a strange man and a tall woman) than non-parallel noun phrases (a man and a tall woman). By contrast, when the same two noun phrases filled verb argument slots, no parallelism effects emerged (a tall woman was no faster after A strange man noticed than after A man noticed; Apel, Knoeferle, & Crocker, 2007; see Frazier, Munn, & Clifton, 2000) . This finding was taken to suggest that parallelism effects depend upon the presence of and, and cannot be accommodated by a priming mechanism alone.
One concern, however, was that the non-coordinate construction involved grammatical function changes in the critical noun phrases (subject vs. object of the verb), and that this could have eliminated parallelism facilitation. When Sturt, Keller, and Dubey (2010) controlled for grammatical function and noun phrase meaning differences, participants' first pass, regression path, and total reading times were shorter when two noun phrases were parallel relative to non-parallel in their structure, independent of whether these noun phrases were coordinated by and (a difficult to read book and a risky to cross street) or not (e.g., A demanding boss said that a lazy worker . . .). Their findings showed that -at least for noun phrase coordination -parallelism facilitation can occur outside of andcoordination, suggesting a priming mechanism is sufficient to accommodate these effects. However, it remains an open issue whether this is also the case for other (e.g., clause-level) parallelism effects.
A related question is whether the meaning and type of the coordinating conjunction modulates parallelism facilitation. Staub and Clifton (2006) , for instance, have shown that readers integrate conjunctions incrementally into the emerging sentence interpretation. When or coordinated either two clauses or noun phrases, participants' post-conjunction reading times were faster if they had previously read the word either. Thus, the presence of either led readers to predict the upcoming coordination structure. Against this background, we can assume that the interpretation of the first clause in a coordinate structure together with the ensuing conjunction affects comprehenders' expectations about the second conjunct. What we do not yet know is whether parallelism effects are sensitive to such contextual modulation. For clausal coordination in particular, compositional semantic interpretation of the conjuncts in their linguistic context might play a crucial role, a view espoused by a recent account of parallelism effects (Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 , of which more below). If parallelism effects were indeed modulated by conjunction meaning this would seem to implicate more than just priming through (structural) repetition.
The present paper examined this issue in three sentence-completion and three eye-tracking experiments by manipulating the meaning and type of the conjunction for sentences such as those in (2) . These examples are from a study by Knoeferle and Crocker (2009) . For sentence (2a) the two clauses are non-parallel and for (2b) they are parallel in constituent order (object-subject-and-objectsubject). Parallelism facilitation emerged in total times on den Ringer ('the wrestler') and in regression path times during the next noun phrase der Erzfeind ('arch-enemy', see (2) and Exp. 2 in Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 ). The study also manipulated structural markedness and found elevated reading times when the second conjunct was in marked (object-subject) compared with unmarked (subjectobject) order (Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 ). There was no strong evidence that parallelism effects varied by structural markedness although descriptively, parallelism facilitation was apparent for unmarked structures while for the marked ones, reading times were longer for parallel than non-parallel constituent order (Fs < 2).
(2) (a) Vor einer Stunde bezwang der Fechter (subj) den Gegner (obj) und gerade besiegt den Ringer (obj) der Erzfeind (subj), wie der Journalist schreibt. 'An hour ago defeated the fencer (subj) the adversary (obj) and currently overwhelms the wrestler (obj) the arch-enemy (subj), as the journalist writes.' (b) Vor einer Stunde bezwang den Fechter (obj) der Gegner (subj) und gerade besiegt den Ringer (obj) der Erzfeind (subj), wie der Journalist schreibt. 'An hour ago defeated the fencer (obj) the adversary (subj) and currently overwhelms the wrestler (obj) the arch-enemy (subj), as the journalist writes.' Does simple priming alone bring about these constituent order parallelism effects or are they sensitive to the meaning and type of the conjunction? In what follows, I first discuss a 'simple' priming account according to which conjunctions do not contribute to parallelism facilitation. I then introduce the conjunctions that I manipulated (und 'and', aber 'but', and während, 'while') and outline how they might contribute to coordinate structure processing. Finally, I outline a compositional semantic interpretation account of constituent order parallelism, and give an overview of (the hypotheses for) the present experiments.
The simple priming account of parallelism
The findings by Sturt and colleagues of parallelism effects outside of coordination provide evidence for what I will dub a 'simple priming' account of parallelism, a version of which has been implemented in a probabilistic rule-based model (Dubey, Sturt, & Keller, 2009) . The probability of a rule in this model depends upon rule application. Application of a rule increases its probability, which in turn affects the ease of using that rule. Rule probability is mapped onto reading times using 'surprisal' (Hale, 2001) , whereby a recently applied rule has a high probability, implicating low surprisal and short reading times during comprehension.
Note that surprisal in this account is computed from a simple probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) model with non-lexicalized rules but without adopting the full independence assumptions of a PCFG. A PCFG uses syntactic rules of the form S -> NP VP and NP -> Det N, N -> man with non-terminals on the left, and with either terminals or non-terminals on the right-hand side. In this notation, the 'S' stands for sentence, and the arrow indicates that a sentence can consist of a noun phrase ('NP') and a verb phrase ('VP'), and a noun phase of a determiner ('Det') and a noun ('N'). Prior rule probability can influence ensuing rule use (see Dubey et al., 2009, p. 342) . Lexical information, however, is not part of the non-terminals (e.g., NP, VP) and can thus not influence rule probability and parsing decisions.
Crucially on that account, structural representations of the first conjunct prime constituent order processing in the second conjunct through increased activation of the associated rule. Since lexical information does not affect parsing in a non-lexicalized PCFG, conjunction meaning cannot modulate the probability of applying a constituent order rule. The simple priming account was motivated by results from noun phrase coordination. Whether it extends to arguably more complex clausal coordination and parallelism in the constituent order and thematic role relations remains an open question.
Conjunction meaning and type
If we consider the possibility that conjunctions could, in principle, modulate constituent order parallelism effects, one way in which this could happen is through the distinct semantic relations that different conjunctions establish between the coordinands (e.g., Schiffrin, 1987 , see Segal & Duchan, 1997 . Here I discuss the three manipulated conjunctions (German und 'and', aber 'but', and während, 'while').
The coordinating conjunction and signals semantic similarity of the coordinands and it establishes 'parallel resemblance' relations according to coherence frameworks (e.g., Kehler, 1995 Kehler, , 1996 , see also Halliday & Hasan, 1976) . Kehler (1995) , for instance, assumes that readers recognize commonalities among a set of entities in the first clause and a set of entities in the second, and-coordinated clause, and in this way establish discourse coherence between the two clauses (Kehler, 1995, p. 12ff.) . In (2b), for instance, the common relation of the entities 'the fencer (obj) the adversary (subj)' and 'the wrestler (obj) the arch-enemy (subj)', would be that an opponent does something to another athlete (a fencer; a wrestler). If the conjunction were 'but', instead of 'and', coherence theory would predict that comprehenders attempt to establish semantically contrastive relations between (entities in) the first and second clause of the coordinate structure. 2 Postulates of meaning differences between these conjunctions and resulting constraints on the coordinands receive some support from offline studies on the interpretation of discourse connectives. In a first experiment by Segal, Duchan, and Scott (1991) , participants retold a story in their own words using discourse connectives from a given set (Experiment 1). In a second study, participants had to chose a label for the logical relationship established by connectives between phrases in a simple story (e.g., 'adversative', expressing a contrast between the phrases, or 'additive', expressing the addition of phrases, Experiment 2). In a third study, participants saw the phrases without the connectives and had to choose a label for their relationship. Across these three studies, and / additive choices were more frequent than adversative choices. Clauses were judged as additive more often with and (vs. without and), and as contrastive more often with but (vs. without but; Segal et al., 1991) . Studies on language development further suggested that and is learned earlier (25-27 months) than but (32-38 months, see, e.g., Bloom, Lahey, Hood, Lifter, & Fiess, 1980) . And encoded mostly additive relations in child speech (followed by temporal, causal, and adversative relations), while but appeared with contrastive meaning. By contrast, in a corpus study, Spenader and Lobanova (2009) found that but occurs more often with contrastive (0.85) than other relations (e.g., cause-effect: 0.44). Thus, the coordinating conjunctions and and but occur with distinct meaning relationships between the conjuncts, and could, in principle, elicit expectations of similar and contrastive semantic relations respectively during comprehension.
The third conjunction that I manipulated was German während ('while'), a subordinating conjunction which, unlike coordinating conjunctions, is ''structurally asymmetric'' and does not necessarily link morphosyntactically similar constituents (Blühdorn, 2008, p. 6; see, Pasch, Brauße, Breindl, & Waßner, 2003) . For instance, one cannot extract an element from just one conjunct in a coordinate structure (e.g., in Marta leads the group and drives a beamer, moving just one coordinand out of the coordination results in a non-felicitous sentence Ã What did Marta lead and drive the beamer?, Ross, 1967) . For während, by contrast, that operation is possible: Marta led the group while driving a beamer (What did Marta lead while driving a beamer?).
Während can have either an adversative meaning similar to aber ('but'), or a temporal meaning (e.g., Lohnstein, 2005 , see also Clément & Thümmel, 1996) . Its meaning is adversative when the two clauses have a common integrator and one clausal event does not subsume the other. A 'common integrator' refers to a superordinate category that subsumes both conjuncts (e.g., Lang, 1977 , see Fabricius-Hansen & Ramm, 2008 . For Der Fechter besiegt den Gegner, während der Ringer seinen Kontrahenten überwältigt, ('The fencer defeats his opponent whereas the wrestler overwhelms his adversary'), the common integrator is a sportsman interacting with an opponent. The events ('fencer defeats opponent' vs. 'wrestler overwhelms adversary') do not subsume one another, thus rendering an adversative reading of 'while' possible (see, e.g., Lohnstein, 2005 for further discussion). Corpus analyses further revealed that 'while' occurs more often contrastively (0.15) than with cause-effect relations (0.09, see Table 1 in Spenader and Lobanova (2009) ) although overall it occurred less often with contrastive relations than 'but'.
The compositional semantic interpretation account
To the extent that the semantic relations established by the meaning of a conjunction in the context of the first conjunct affect the processing of the second conjunct in real time, they could modulate parallelism facilitation. Below I outline a recent account according to which constituent order parallelism effects implicate more than just structural repetition, and which accords a central role to the conjunction (Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 ).
The account assumes that after comprehenders have interpreted the first conjunct, distinct phonological, syntactic and semantic representations (or features) of that interpretation are active in working memory. 3 Next, and is encountered and triggers expectations of parallel structure. 4 The account assumes an increase in the likelihood of particular structures as a function of the linguistic context. For instance, upon encountering and, the structures encountered in the first conjunct (e.g. object-subject order) would be assigned a greater likelihood of re-occurring, thus lowering the surprisal, and thereby reading times, when a parallel structure is subsequently encountered (see Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 ). The key factors in the account are the representations that are parallel or primed and their lexical dependencies; in the case of parallelism the presence of a coordinating conjunction that expresses likeness of conjuncts; and the determination (through compositional interpretation) of structure(s) in the first conjunct that are relevant for parallel structure facilitation. However, the proposal has not yet specified precisely how distinct conjunctions could modulate constituent order parallelism effects. One possibility is that 'and' and 'but' (because of the different semantic relations that they establish) trigger expectations of distinct parallel and non-parallel/contrastive structures respectively at all linguistic levels (phonological, syntactic, and semantic). While this assumption may seem unmotivated at first glance, we should acknowledge that we know little about the kinds of expectations and associations elicited by these conjunctions. Indeed, most existing research on priming in language processing has focused on structure related to verbs and nouns and on how verb repetition can boost argument structure priming (e.g., Ledoux, Traxler, & Swaab, 2007; Pickering & Branigan, 1998; Traxler, 2008) . Regarding conjunctions, for instance, it has recently been shown that 'and' and 'but' are associated with distinct spatial configurations of objects (Guerra, Marghetis, & Knoeferle, 2013) . In a drawing task, participants could choose objects (different stars and frames) from an inventory and followed verbal instructions to depict a relationship (e.g., 'and' or 'but') between them. They drew the objects more often than chance close together and within a single depicted frame for 'and' than 'but'. By contrast for 'but', they represented the relationship more often than chance by means of size differences between objects. Ratings on a scale from 1 to 7 of the fit between a linguistic term such as 'and/but' and object drawings (e.g., close together vs. differentlysized objects) corroborated these results.
These results suggest that 'and' relates two words and objects differently from 'but'. 'And' seems to highlight that two things belong close together and should be similar and 'but' expresses that two things are differently sized (and thus not the same). Such relational differences between these two conjunctions could apply to different aspects of both linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli including how similar these stimuli are regarding their linguistic properties (e.g., phonology, syntax, and semantics). On that assumption, conjunctions could constrain coordinate structures in more than just their meaning. 'And' could trigger a comparison of the conjuncts for similarity pertaining to phonological, syntactic, semantic, visual, and motor representations. By contrast, 'but' could constrain its coordinands to distinct and perhaps contrastive phonological, syntactic, semantic, visual, and motor representations. At the very least, however, 'but' should elicit expectations of similarity to a lesser extent than 'and'. If the type of conjunction (subordinating vs. coordinating) also contributes towards procuring parallelism facilitation, then we should see a similar pattern for 'while'-subordination as for 'but'-coordination. Coordinating conjunctions restrict the ensuing syntactic space more than subordinating conjunctions (e.g., extracting a linguistic element from just one of the two conjuncts is not possible in coordination but is possible in subordination). 'While', is one instance of a subordinating conjunction, and if these subtle differences in syntactic constraint impact parallelism effects we should see a reduced modulation of parallelism effects for 'while' than 'but'. Alternatively, the meaning of the conjunction may be what modulates constituent order parallelism 3 For a discussion of alternatives such as copy-a (Frazier & Clifton, 2001) or pointers to representations in memory (Martin & McElree, 2008) see Knoeferle and Crocker (2009) . 4 See Callahan, Shapiro, and Love (2010) for evidence on the re-activation of verb meaning in response to a related vs. unrelated probe word following the conjunction and, and see Poirier, Walenski, and Shapiro (2011) for relevant evidence on anaphora processing.
facilitation, in which case we should see no difference in the reading time pattern across studies for 'while' compared with 'but'. In summary, to the extent that conjunctions are associated with parallelism/non-parallelism (i.e., contrast) at different levels of linguistic and non-linguistic structure, it would seem possible that they can modulate constituent order parallelism effects, amongst others. Comprehenders interpret the first conjunct, and phonological, syntactic, and semantic representations are active in working memory. Next, 'and' is encountered and integrated into the unfolding interpretation, and the representations active during processing of the first conjunct would be assigned a greater likelihood of re-occurring, thus lowering surprisal, and thereby reading times; by contrast, for 'but', nonparallel and thus contrastive structures would be assigned an increased likelihood. When readers encounter parallel structures following 'but', their reading times would thus increase, and they would decrease for non-parallel or contrastive structures. In this way, the account can accommodate parallelism effects through the interpretation of the first conjunct and the conjunction.
Other instantiations of the compositional account are, in principle, possible, but distinguishing between these is not the goal of the present paper (but see the General Discussion). Rather, the present research strives to assess whether the conjunction can modulate constituent order parallelism facilitation. To the extent that it can, simple non-lexicalized priming would appear insufficient to accommodate these parallelism effects.
The present study
To summarize, this paper examines whether the relationship (resemblance vs. contrastive) established by a coordinating conjunction can affect constituent order parallelism effects in clausal coordination, and considers the effects of the type of conjunction (coordinating vs. subordinating). Consider the predictions of the two (simple priming and semantic interpretation) accounts for the sentences in (2) (see also Table 1 ): For 'and'-coordination, both the semantic interpretation and the simple priming account predict faster reading times at the two noun phrases in the second conjunct for parallel compared with non-parallel constituent order. On the priming account, this facilitation occurs through structural repetition alone and to the extent that the existing findings generalize, we might expect to see these effects in first-pass times (e.g., Sturt et al., 2010) . On the semantic account, readers integrate 'and' with the syntactic and semantic representations of the two clauses. 'And' establishes a resemblance relation, and expectations of resemblance are confirmed by the two coordinands for the parallel conditions only (Table 1 , (a)). This is because for the parallel conditions the conjuncts are similar in both constituent order (object-subject and object-subject) and thematic role relations (a fencer/wrestler defeats an opponent). For non-parallel conditions, the conjuncts are dissimilar on both of these counts. In terms of the time course, if the findings on clausal parallelism by Knoeferle and Crocker (2009) , replicate, then we should see effects in total times at NP3 and in regression path times at NP4 for the sentences in Table 1 .
For 'but'-coordination and 'while'-subordination, the simple priming and the semantic account make distinct predictions. The simple priming account predicts the same parallelism facilitation as for 'and'-coordination (neither conjunction meaning nor type should have an effect on parallelism effects in the reading times). This is because the only change concerns the conjunction, which, according to simple priming, does not affect structural repetition; the clauses remain otherwise unchanged (i.e., for Table 1, (b) and (d)). On the semantic account, by contrast, comprehenders integrate the syntactic and semantic representations of the first conjunct with conjunction meaning. 'But' and 'while' establish contrastive relations, and should elicit expectations of contrastive syntactic and semantic representations. For non-parallel constituent order, this expectation is met, which, accordingly, should elicit lower surprisal and faster reading times than for parallel constituent order. Parallel constituent order and thematic role relations, by contrast, conflict with expectations of contrast and should elicit higher surprisal and reading times. The semantic account makes no predictions regarding conjunction type but to the extent that the syntactic relations between the conjuncts affect parallelism facilitation, we should see differences in reading times for the second conjunct for German 'but' (coordinating) relative to 'while' (subordinating).
Three eye-tracking studies manipulated conjunction meaning (und 'and' vs. aber, 'but': Experiments 1 and 2) as well as conjunction meaning and type (und 'and' vs. wäh-rend 'while': Experiment 3). Three corresponding sentence completion studies provided insight into comprehenders' Table 1 Example item sentence set for Experiment 1. 'NP1' through 'NP4' indicate the four critical noun phrase regions. expectations of constituent order parallelism and semantic similarity for the second clause. Experiment 1 examined the effects of German und ('and') relative to aber ('but') in main clause coordination. Experiment 2 examined the same issue in sub-ordinate clause coordination. Experiment 3 compared the effects of German und ('and') relative to während ('while') in sub-ordinate clause coordination. Based on prior related research, parallelism effects should appear in total times on the first noun phrase and in regression path and total times on the second noun phrase of the second conjunct (see Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 ).
The rationale for the change in sentence structure from Experiment 1 to Experiments 2 and 3 was to examine parallelism effects in a linguistic context that increases the coherence between the coordinands. When two coordinands are the complements of a common superordinate verb, they depend on the same lexical item and share positions in the syntactic analysis. This could strengthen their semantic coherence (see, e.g., Matthiessen & Thompson, 1988 ; but see, Blühdorn, 2008) and accentuate effects of conjunction meaning on clausal integration and thereby parallelism effects.
The structural changes ensured further that the target noun phrases in the second conjunct immediately succeeded the conjunction (unlike in Experiment 1 where a temporal adverb and verb intervened). The adjacency of the conjunction and the noun phrases should further strengthen potential effects of the conjunction on parallelism facilitation, since in this way expectations elicited by the conjunctions can immediately be applied to the target noun phrases (rather than to other intervening sentence content). Overall, these experiments thus assessed to which extent the linguistic context modulates parallelism effects, with a view to assessing whether they are best accommodated by simple non-lexical priming or by a mechanism that draws on both coordinand representations and representations of their linguistic context.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examined the processing of German constituent order parallelism in German main clause coordination, contrasting und ('and')-coordination with aber ('but')-coordination (see Table 1 and Appendix A for example stimuli). If a priming mechanism underlies both 'and' and 'but'-coordination, then reading times should be faster at the noun phrases in the second conjunct for parallel than non-parallel constituent order independent of the conjunction.
Method Participants
Thirty-two native speakers of German with normal or corrected-to-normal vision received 7.50 euros each for participating in the experiment. Table 1 shows an example sentence set for the 32 critical items from Experiment 2 by Knoeferle and Crocker (2009, see Appendix) . I manipulated conjunction meaning and parallelism. Conjunction refers to whether the coordinating conjunction was und ('and') or aber ('but'). Parallelism identifies whether the constituent order of the second clause was parallel to that of the first clause ('parallel') or not ('non-parallel'). Crossing conjunction and parallelism created four conditions (Table 1 , (a-d)). Und ('and') was somewhat more frequent than aber ('but', Baayen, Pipenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) in line with existing evidence (e.g., Segal et al., 1991) ; the length of the other words and their lemma frequency was identical between conditions within an item.
Materials and design
Assigning item-condition combinations to lists following a Latin Square design resulted in four lists. Each list contained 32 experimental items and 95 filler items. Each list further contained an equal number of experimental trials in each condition, and only one condition of an item. At least one (out of 95) filler trials separated consecutive experimental trials. The order of trials was pseudorandomized for each participant.
A pen-and-pencil study ascertained the completion preferences of 12 participants that did not take part in Experiment 1. The participants completed sentence fragments (ending at the verb in the second conjunct, ' . . . overwhelms _______ ' see Table 1 ). The post-verbal NP3 was not included since it would have fully disambiguated the constituent order of the second conjunct as object-subject. There were four lists and item-condition combinations were assigned to them following a Latin Square design.
Completions for the fragments up to the verb were coded as 'subject-object', 'object-subject', or 'other' (ungrammatical, see the Supplementary materials for more details). Overall, subject-object completions were more frequent (87.68%) than object-subject completions (6.83%, see Table 4 ; LRv 2 (subj) = 313.57, p < .0001; LRv 2 (item) = 313.57, p < .0001). While the markedness of the first clause did not affect the constituent order of the completions (ps > .2), conjunction did (LRv 2 (subj) = 5.24, p < .05; LRv 2 (item) n.s.). Object-subject completions were more frequent for 'but' (9.5%, Table 4 ) compared with 'and' coordination (4.2%) and subject-object were somewhat more frequent for 'and' (90.1%) than 'but'-coordination (85.3%). These differences were small, however, and it is thus unclear whether they will affect reading time means.
Completions were also coded for thematic role similarity with the first conjunct ('similar' vs. 'contrastive' vs. 'ambiguous'). The coding was possible since most completions involved at least one pronoun that referred back to a noun phrase in the first conjunct. Markedness affected the semantic similarity of the completions (LRv 2 (subj) = 4.1, p < .05, LRv 2 (item) n.s.), as did the conjunction (LRv 2 (subj) = 7.83, p < .05, LRv 2 (item) n.s.). More completions were semantically contrastive after subject-object (30.7) than object-subject word order (25.3). There were more contrastive completions for 'but' (32%) than for 'and' (23.9) , while the semantic similarity of the completions was similar across conjunctions (see Table 4 ). As with the syntactic completions, however, the differences were numerically small and it is thus unclear whether they will affect reading time means. To the extent that these findings generalize to comprehension, the conjunction should have relatively small effects on parallelism facilitation at the noun phrases in the second conjunct.
Procedure Sentences were presented in black on a white background on a 21-inch monitor in 24 pt font. An SMI Eye-Link I head-mounted eye tracker monitored participants' eye movements at 250 Hz. Participants were seated approximately 50 cm from the screen and received written instructions. Each trial started with a central fixation dot that participants focused on to permit the experimenter to perform a drift correction if necessary. Then, participants were asked to shift their gaze to a black square that appeared at the position of the first word in the sentence (presentation duration: 1500 ms). This ensured that participants started reading at the beginning of the sentence. Participants read silently, and indicated successful comprehension by pressing the down-arrow button on the keyboard. Forty-six of 95 filler trials were followed by a yes/no question that participants replied to by pressing either the left-arrow key ('no') or the right-arrow key ('yes'). After the experiment, the experimenter debriefed the participants. The experiment lasted approximately 45 min with a short break after approximately half of the trials.
Analysis
For the eye-gaze analyses, contiguous fixations of less than 100 ms were pooled and incorporated into larger fixations: blinks and out-of-range fixations (i.e., with invalid negative x/y-coordinates) were added to previous fixations. Vertical drift in the eye-gaze data was corrected with a Perl script. Three gaze measures were chosen based on prior findings (Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009; Sturt et al., 2010) : First-pass time is the duration of all fixations in a region from first entering to first leaving it. Regression-path duration (RPD) is the duration of gaze in a region or to its leftfrom first entering but before leaving that region to the right. It has been interpreted as time to sufficiently process text before reading on (e.g., Konieczny, Hemforth, Scheepers, & Strube, 1997; Liversedge, Paterson, & Pickering, 1998; Rayner, 1998; Rayner & Duffy, 1986) . Total time is the duration of all fixations in a region and indicates overall processing difficulty (Rayner, 1998) .
We chose four analysis regions (see Table 1 , 'NP1', 'NP2', 'NP3', and 'NP4') motivated by findings of parallelism effects at 'NP3', and 'NP4' in the second conjunct (Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 . In addition, I report analyses for the noun phrases of the first clause ('NP1' and 'NP2'): reading times should be longer for marked object-subject than unmarked subject-object clauses (e.g., Knoeferle & Crocker, 2009 Schriefers, Friederici, & Kuhn, 1995; Traxler, Morris, & Seely, 2002) . To explore potential parallelism or conjunction effects post-NP4, I also examined later sentence regions.
The data for NP3 and NP4 summarized by participants (F1) or items (F2) were subjected to repeated-measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) with the factors conjunction ('and' vs. 'but'), and parallelism (parallel vs. non-parallel constituent order). I include partial eta square as a measure of effect size (Cohen, 1973) . Repeated measures ANOVAs with the factor markedness (marked vs. unmarked first conjunct) examined effects of markedness for NP1 and NP2. List was included as a between-participant variable for the F1 analyses, and item-condition grouping as a between-item variable for the F2 analyses to capture variance resulting from the Latin Square assignment of itemcondition combinations to the four experimental lists (Pollatsek & Well, 1995) . I report the original reading times but F-tests were performed on log-transformed data to reduce positive skew. Results are reported as significant if the null hypothesis was rejected at the .05 level in both the participants and items analyses. Complex interactions were followed up with paired-samples t-tests for which Bonferroni adjustments ensured an appropriate alpha level of 0.05 (0.05/2 since 2 tests were conducted). I report the original t-values and the adjusted p-values.
Results and discussion
Participants correctly answered 86.54% of the questions with a ''yes'' reply and 87.90% of the questions with a ''no'' reply. Missing values and individual data points more than ±2 standard deviations from the mean of a participant/item in a condition (<4.2% of the data) were removed.
At NP1, all three measures show reliably longer reading times for marked than unmarked constituent order (Table 2, . At NP3 and NP4, total reading times were shorter for parallel (NP3: 1268.64 ms SE = 88.14; NP4: 1117.51 ms, SE = 73.51) than non-parallel (NP3: 1406.61 ms, SE = 97.13; NP4: 1273.08 ms, SE = 78.38) constituent order. There was neither a main effect of conjunction nor a reliable interaction of conjunction and parallelism at NP3 and NP4 (see Table 3 ). Neither the two main effects nor their interaction were reliable for the ensuing region ('wie der Journalist schreibt', ps > .1).
Analyses of the eye-gaze data confirmed clear parallelism effects in total times at NP3 and NP4, with shorter reading times for parallel than non-parallel constituent order. This corroborates reports of parallelism effects by Knoeferle and Crocker (2009) and together with the existing body of evidence reaffirms that all sorts of linguistic structure can robustly elicit parallel structure facilitation in coordination. The subtly differing time course (parallelism effects appeared in total times but, unlike in Knoeferle and Crocker, not in regression path times at NP4) could result from the greater overall variation in conjunctions, perhaps leading to somewhat less incremental clausal integration. Conjunction meaning ('and' vs. 'but') did not modulate constituent order parallelism effects.
These findings disconfirm predictions by the semantic account (i.e., that conjunction meaning modulates constituent order parallelism effects) and they are compatible with simple priming. Recall that on the semantic account expectations of semantically parallel and contrastive relations elicited by 'and' and 'but' respectively are applied to the noun phrases in the second conjunct. Closer inspection shows, however, that participants encountered an adverb and a verb prior to the two noun phrases (see Table 1 , CONJ-ADV-V-NP-NP). The intervening adverb in the second clause ('currently') established a semantic contrast with the corresponding temporal adverb in the first clause (e.g., 'an hour ago'), and could thus satisfy semantically contrastive expectations even before comprehenders encounter the nouns. Perhaps these expectations did not affect constituent order parallelism at the two noun phrases because they had already been satisfied by the preceding adverb and verb.
Experiment 2 addressed this possibility by removing the adverbs, and thus eliminating the temporal contrast they established. I also changed the word order in the two clauses (from main clause coordination to the coordination of sub-ordinate clauses) such that the verb moved to a clause-final position ( Table 5 ). Because of these changes, no other words intervened between the conjunction and the target noun phrases in Experiment 2 ('the tippler' and 'the thug'). If expectations derived from the first conjunct and the conjunction play a role, they should modulate parallelism effects at the two noun phrases in the second conjunct.
In comparison with Experiment 1 (Table 1) , the two conjuncts in the sentences from Experiment 2 ( Table 5) depended upon a common superordinate verb. When two clauses depend on a common superordinate verb, they belong together in the syntactic analysis; this plausibly strengthens their semantic coherence (see, e.g., Note: For NP1 and NP2, 'markedness' refers to the first clause; for the NP3 and NP4 regions, markedness was a constant. Matthiessen & Thompson, 1988 ; but see, Blühdorn, 2008) , and might accentuate effects of conjunction meaning on clausal integration. The immediate vicinity of the conjunction and the target noun phrases together with the increased semantic coherence should thus facilitate effects of the conjunction on parallelism effects.
Experiment 2

Method Participants
A further thirty-two native speakers of German with normal or corrected-to-normal vision received 7.50 euro each for participating in the experiment.
Materials and design
The 32 sentences were derived from the sentences in Experiment 1 by removing the temporal adverbs and by embedding the original conjoined matrix clauses in indirect speech such that the verb occurred after the noun phrases (see Table 5 ). The design, procedure, and analysis were the same as for Experiment 1. In a sentence completion study, participants (N = 12) completed sentence fragments that included NP3 (see Table 5 ). The NP3 was included since unlike in Experiment 1 it did not disambiguate the constituent order of the second clause. An object case-marked NP3 could either function as the direct object of the subject noun phrase in the first clause (verb phrase, 'VP'-coordination), or as the grammatical object of another subject noun phrase in the second clause. Completions were coded as 'VP-coordination', 'object-subject', or 'other' (ungrammatical, see the Supplementary materials for more details). Analyses suggested that VP-coordination was overall more frequent than object-subject completions (LRv (item) n.s. by k-way effects). Participants produced more VP-coordination completions after subject-object (73.3%) than object-subject (63%) constituent order and more object-subject completions after object-subject (28%) than subject-object order (25%) in the first conjunct. By contrast, the conjunction did not affect the constituent order of sentence completions The tabled percentages for the semantic coding derive from three raters (PK and two linguistically trained undergraduate research assistants). The syntactic coding was performed by PK for Experiment 1, and by all three raters for the syntactic completions in Experiments 2 and 3 (this ensured robust coding for the locally structurally ambiguous sentences in these latter two studies, see the Supplementary materials for details on the coding). a Coding error: an object-subject order was erroneously coded as a VP-coordination (N = 3 each). (ps > .09), and no three-way interaction of conjunction, the markedness of the first clause, and the syntactic structure of the completions emerged (p > .1 by subjects and n.s. for k-way effects by items). I also coded the completions for similarity with the first conjunct ('similar' vs. 'contrastive' vs. 'ambiguous'). Unlike in Experiment 1, coding only the similarity of thematic role relations did not make sense since NP3 was given and NP4 rarely referred back to the first conjunct. It was possible, however, to code for similarity of the clausal events (e.g., contrastive: 'that the violinist (subj) the singer (obj) praises but the drummer (obj) criticizes'; this was not possible in Experiment 1 since the verb was given There were thus clear effects of the conjunction on the semantics of the completions and some evidence that the syntactic structure affected the semantics of the completions. In line with these findings and with the semantic account, effects of conjunction meaning on parallelism facilitation should emerge during processing of the second conjunct.
Results and discussion
Participants (N = 32) correctly answered 86.14% and 85.19% of the questions with a ''yes'' and ''no'' reply respectively. Missing values and individual data points more than ±2 standard deviations from the mean of a participant/item in a condition (<3.9% of the data) were removed.
For NP1, first pass, regression path and total times were reliably longer for marked than unmarked constituent order (Table 6 , F1s > 10, g 2 s > 0.2, F2s > 9, g 2 s > 0.2; first pass: minF(1, 56) = 4.93, p < .05; regression path duration: minF(1, 56) = 14.40, p < .001; total times: minF(1, 53) = 11.87, p < .01). At NP2, markedness effects were reliable by items (F2(1, 28) At NP3, sentences with und ('and', 540 ms, SE = 23.02) were read more slowly in first pass times than those for aber ('but', 502 ms, SE = 17.8; marginally so by participants and reliably so by items). At NP4, total reading times were shorter for parallel (1036 ms, SE = 73.88) than non-parallel (1164 ms, SE = 78.24) constituent order. In addition, reliable parallelism effects (by items) emerged in regression path times. Analyses of total times at NP4 crucially revealed a reliable interaction of conjunction and parallelism (Tables 6 and 7 ). Paired t-tests confirmed the interaction resulted from the presence of parallelism facilitation for 'and' (t 1 = 3.26, p < .01, t 2 = 2.61, p < .03), and no evidence for such a difference with 'but' trials (t 1 < 1, t 2 < 1).
Post-NP4, at the verb, a main effect of conjunction was marginal in first pass (F1(1, 28) and total times, Fs < 1). For the rest of the sentence (was niemanden weiter überraschte, 'which didn't surprise anybody'), the only reliable effect of interest was a main effect of conjunction with shorter total reading times for 'and' than for 'but'-coordination (F1(1, 28) = 13.56, p < .01, Analyses of the eye-tracking data replicated significant parallelism facilitation in total times at NP4 and, unlike in Experiment 1, conjunction meaning modulated the parallelism facilitation. Follow-up analyses confirmed no reliable difference between the parallel and non-parallel conditions in total times at NP4 for 'but'-coordination while that difference was significant for 'and'-coordination. This result would not have been predicted by the simple priming account (i.e., with surprisal based on a nonlexicalized PCFG, e.g., Dubey et al., 2009 ). The semantic interpretation account, by contrast, predicted modulation of parallelism effects for 'but'-coordination. It did not, however, predict the exact pattern of modulation for 'but', viz. virtually identical reading times for the parallel compared with non-parallel conditions. Rather, it had predicted longer reading times for parallel than non-parallel conditions (see also the General Discussion).
The semantic account also received support from clear effects of the conjunction on the semantic similarity of the completions in Experiment 2. Effects of the conjunction further emerged in the gaze pattern from Experiment 2, post-NP4 ('and'-trials were read faster than 'but' trials).
These effects could reflect the higher frequency of occurrence of 'and' than 'but'-coordination. Parallelism and conjunction effects as well as their interaction (by items) were ongoing after NP4; these effects likely reflect ongoing clausal integration and corroborate the semantic account. Compared with Experiment 1, the clear effects of conjunction meaning on the semantic integration of the coordinands could result from the absence (vs. presence) of the temporal adverbs and (pre-NP) verb, and/or from the structural position of the coordinands (main clause vs. complement clauses). Future research will examine the relative contribution of these factors to the observed effects.
Despite good support for the semantic account, consider an alternative, 'garden-path' account: For the non-parallel conditions, participants could expect a transitive verb after the NP3 instead of another noun phrase, since VP-coordination is possible at this point. If this is the case, then participants should experience a gardenpath in the non-parallel conditions when they encounter NP4. If the preference for VP coordination were stronger in the non-parallel than parallel conditions, and stronger for 'and' than for 'but, this would lead to different amounts of revision at the NP4. Such differences in the revision of a garden-path, if present, could accommodate the increased reading times at NP4 for non-parallel relative to parallel constituent order; the garden-path account would also predict the longer reading times for non-parallel than parallel constituent order in 'and'-coordination and the reduced difference in 'but'-coordination. Note: The first column marks the word region; columns 2 and 3 index the gaze measure and analysis factors respectively. Columns 4-7 present the F-values and values of effect size. Column 8 presents minF 0 and dfs for effects that were reliable in the F1 and F2-analyses. # p < .1. * p < .05. ** p < .01.
One indication of more revision processes for 'and' than for 'but' coordination comes from the reading time increases for 'and' relative to 'but' trials at NP3 (presumably revision is elicited through parafoveal preview). However, the revision was short-lived (NP3) and the main effect of conjunction did not extend to NP4, which is when conjunction began to modulate parallelism effects. In the completion data, VP-coordination completions were further equally frequent for (non-parallel vs. parallel) 'but' and 'and'-coordination. The garden-path account thus cannot accommodate differences in constituent order parallelism facilitation for 'and' vs. 'but'-coordination at and post NP4.
As discussed, 'but' imposes semantic constraints on the coordinands. At the same time, coordinating conjunctions also impose syntactic constraints in that an element may not be extracted from just one conjunct (e.g., Ross, 1967, in Marta leads the group and drives a beamer, moving just one coordinand out of the coordination is not possible, Ã What did Marta lead and drive the beamer?, whereby Ã indicates a non-felicitous sentence); by contrast, extracting similar elements from both conjuncts is acceptable (but see Kehler, 1996) . For our materials, extraction of just one noun from a conjunct is also not possible with coordinating conjunctions (e.g., for the sentences in Table 5 :
Ã Wer verfluchte den Trinker und den Säufer der Rowdy erschreckte?).
By contrast, German während ('while') is a subordinating conjunction, which does not necessarily link morphosyntactically similar constituents and which is ''structurally asymmetric'' (Blühdorn, 2008, p. 6; see, Pasch et al., 2003) . For während, extraction of one noun is accordingly possible (Wer verfluchte den Trinker während den Säufer der Rowdy erschreckte?).
Experiment 3 examined the extent to which parallelism effects are modulated by während. Während permits contrastive relations (während, 'while'; see Spenader & Lobanova, 2009 ) but is not coordinating and fully disambiguates the syntactic structure of the second conjunct, enforcing an object-first interpretation at NP3. Such immediate disambiguation could enhance any priming effects of object-subject constituent order from the first to the second conjunct and the reduced syntactic constraints of the two conjuncts could reduce effects of the conjunction. The simple priming account would predict clear priming effects for both undcoordination and während-subordination, a finding which would confirm claims that a coordinate structure environment is not essential for procuring parallelism facilitation (Sturt et al., 2010) . On the compositional semantic interpretation account, by contrast, parallelism effects should appear on the two noun phrases for 'and'-coordination only. Wäh-rend should lead to reversed parallelism effects following the semantic account or to a null effect if we replicate the results for 'but'-coordination in Experiment 2.
Experiment 3
Method Participants
Sixty-four further participants from the same population received 7.50 euros for participation.
Materials, design, procedure 5 and Analysis Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2 except for replacing aber ('but', Table 5 ) in the sentence stimuli with während ('while'). A sentence completion study with the materials for Experiment 3 presented fragments up to and including NP3. Both the structure of the first clause (LRv 2 (subj) = 74.77, p < .001; LRv 2 (item) = 21.72.11, p < .001) and the conjunction (LRv 2 (subj) = 883.40, p < .0001; LRv 2 (item) = 824.56, p < .0001) affected the syntactic structure of the completion, likely because während disambiguated the structure of the second conjunct. The three-way interaction of markedness, conjunction and the syntactic structure of the completions was not significant (k-way effects n.s.). There was a high percentage of VP-coordination completions with 'and' (72.2); for 'while', VP-coordination completion is not possible and was at 1% (the 1% came from an error in coding a completion as VP-coordination when it was not, N = 3). By contrast, more object-subject completions emerged with 'while' than 'and' (81.75% vs. 19.8%). In addition, object-subject completions were more frequent after object-subject (vs. subject-object) order (58.85% vs. 41.7%), and VP-coordination was more frequent after subject-object (vs. objectsubject) order in the first conjunct (43.55% vs. 29.65%).
The semantics (similar vs. contrastive) of the completions depended upon the conjunction (LRv 2 (subj) = 87.79, p < .001; LRv 2 (item) = 99.36, p < .001) but not the markedness of the first clause. To gain a further measure of the degree to which the completions were semantically similar to the given sentence fragments I translated the core concepts of the completions into English and performed a pair-wise Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) on the completions produced by the 12 participants. The mean LSA values were 0.21 (non-parallel 'and'), 0.29 (parallel 'and'), 0.21 (non-parallel 'while'), and 0.23 (parallel 'while'). Analyses confirmed marginal effects of conjunction (F1(1, 11) = 4.50, p = .06; F2(1, 31) = 1.76, p = .2) and reliable effects of markedness on the LSA ratings (F1(1, 11) = 4.90, p < .05; F2(1, 31) = 6.28, p < .02) in the absence of a reliable interaction. The conjunction effects on both the semantic similarity of the completions and the LSA ratings replicate the results from the completion study in Experiment 2. Based on these results and in line with the semantic account we should see clear parallelism effects for 'and' coordination and reduced effects for 'while'-coordination.
Results and discussion
Participants (N = 64) correctly answered 86.79% of the filler questions with a ''yes''-and ''no''-reply. Individual data points that were more than ±2 standard deviations from the mean of a participant/item in a condition as well 5 The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 for the first 32 participants and had only minor changes for the second 32 participants in Experiment 3. This was unavoidable because PK moved to a new university, and more data collection was necessary. For the second 32 participants an Eyelink II eye tracker (desktop mount; setup with chinrest) monitored eye gaze at 250 Hz. The display screen was a 22-inch instead of 21-inch monitor. Adjustment of vertical gaze position, previously executed by a perl script, was performed in Data Viewer by a student who was blind to the manipulations.
as missing values (<3.25% of the eye-tracking data) were removed.
Reading times were reliably longer for marked objectsubject than unmarked subject-object order both at the NP1 region (in all three measures, F1s and F2s > 16.00, g 2 s > 0.2; first pass: minF(1, 120) = 8.40, p < .01; regression path time: minF(1, 120) = 18.13, p < .001; total times: minF(1, 120) = 35.48, p < .001) and at the NP2 region (in regression path and total times, see Analyses for the NP3 region revealed longer first pass ('and': 510 ms, SE = 18.04 vs. 'while': 471 ms, SE = 20.00), regression path ('and': 625 ms, SE = 36.21 vs. 'while': 557 ms, SE = 24.03), and total times ('and': 1084 ms, SE = 57.13 vs. 'while': 966 ms, SE = 48.27) for 'and' than for 'while' ( Table 9 ). In addition, there was a reliable effect of parallelism in regression path times by participants at NP3. Separate follow-up t-tests for 'and' and 'while' coordination revealed no reliable parallelism effects (ps > .1). For the NP4 region, main effects of parallelism were only reliable in the analysis by items (in regression path and total times). Analyses confirmed, however, interactions between parallelism and conjunction that were reliable by items in first pass, by participants in regression path times, and fully reliable in the analyses of total times ( Table 9 ). The significant total-time interaction resulted from parallelism facilitation for 'and'-coordination (marginal by participants: t 1 = 2.12, p = .08, and significant by items: t 2 = 2.58, p < .03) and its reduction for 'while'-subordination (ts < |1|).
There were no reliable effects of the manipulated variables at the post-NP4 verb. For the rest of the sentence ('which didn't surprise anybody'), effects of conjunction were marginal in first pass (F1(1, 60) Analyses of the eye-tracking data replicated parallelism facilitation but its time course was somewhat earlier and more variable (in regression path times at NP3 by participants and at NP4 by items; in total times at NP4 by items). The effects in regression path at NP3 could reflect parallelism effects for 'while' due to its immediate structural disambiguation (see the smaller standard errors in Table 8 for 'while' relative to Table 6 'but'). Follow-up analyses, however, confirmed separate parallelism effects neither for the 'and' nor for the 'while' conditions at NP3.
Crucially, conjunction meaning modulated parallelism facilitation in total times at NP4, thus replicating the results from Experiment 2. The parallel and non-parallel conditions for 'while'-coordination didn't differ in total times at NP4; however, they differed reliably by items and marginally by participants for 'and'-coordination. The gaze-pattern analyses at NP4 thus provide good support for the semantic interpretation account. Consider the possibility of a garden-path account for the total times at NP4: In the sentence completion study 'while' trials elicited 81% of object-subject completions. This suggests that 'while' disambiguated the sentence structure at NP3; for 'and', however, participants expected a VP-coordination at NP3. Longer reading times for 'and' than 'while' trials at NP3 suggest that participants revised their expectation of a VP-coordination, perhaps through parafoveal preview of NP4. Regression path times at NP4 were also increased for 'and' relative to 'while' trials. Thus, for reading times at NP3 and regression path times at NP4 a garden-path account of the data cannot be excluded. Most importantly however, a garden-path account cannot accommodate the results pattern from Experiments 2 and 3 together since the completion data from Experiment 2 show similar VPcoordination preferences for 'and' and 'but'-coordination. 
General discussion
Three eye-tracking experiments assessed to which extent linguistic context can modulate parallelism facilitation. While simple priming predicts parallelism effects are insensitive to properties of the conjunction, the semantic interpretation account predicts that conjunction meaning can modulate them. The experiments accordingly manipulated within subjects (a) clausal constituent order parallelism (whether two noun phrases in a first clause did vs. did not parallel the constituent order of two noun phrases in a second, conjoined, clause); and (b) the conjunction that linked the two clauses (und, 'and' vs. aber, 'but'; und vs. während 'while') . Going beyond the predictions of either account, we further varied across experiments whether the semantic expectations elicited by 'but' and 'while' were violated through either the manipulated noun phrases or other sentence constituents, and whether syntactic dependence reinforced or did not reinforce clausal coherence.
The eye-tracking results from Experiment 1 (mainclause coordination) showed no evidence that parallelism effects in total times at NP3 and NP4 were reduced for 'but'-coordination. This result was in agreement with the absence of any clear effect of the conjunction on either the constituent order or the semantic meaning of the sentence completions in Experiment 1.
By contrast, for Experiments 2 and 3, when the two conjuncts depended from a common superordinate clause, the conjunction affected the semantic similarity of the completions with the first conjunct. Both the conjunction (Experiment 3) and the markedness of the first clause (Experiments 2 and 3) affected the syntactic structure of the completions. The completion data support the view that processing the first conjunct, the conjunction, and NP3 can elicit semantic and syntactic expectations that could then modulate constituent order parallelism effects in the second clause. Analyses of the eye-tracking data from Experiments 2 and 3 (coordination of subordinate clauses) revealed that conjunction meaning can modulate parallelism facilitation incrementally. For 'and' (but not 'but'/'while')-coordination, parallelism effects appeared in total times at NP4, at a point when the thematic role relations and the verb in both conjuncts, as well as the conjunction were known and could jointly modulate parallelism facilitation. For 'but' and 'while' sentences, by contrast, reading times were highly similar for parallel and non-parallel constituent order.
Accounting for the effects of conjunction
A simple priming model based on a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) probability model with non-lexicalized rules could accommodate the results from Experiment 1. When an object-subject rule was recently employed, its higher activation facilitates its re-use during processing of the second conjunct, and the associated surprisal and processing cost are lower than when the objectsubject rule has not recently been employed. This model cannot, however, accommodate the reduced parallelism effects for 'but' and 'while' relative to 'and'-coordination in Experiments 2 and 3.
By contrast, the semantic interpretation account predicts that conjunction meaning can modulate constituent order parallelism facilitation, but it would have predicted a different eye-gaze pattern than the one observed. On that account, 'and' and 'but' trigger expectations of parallel and non-parallel structures respectively at all linguistic levels (phonological, syntactic, and semantic). Non-parallel structures are assigned an increased likelihood of re-occurring following 'but', eliciting lower surprisal and reading times when the second conjunct confirms that expectation. If this were indeed the case, then we should have seen a reversal of parallelism facilitation with 'but' and 'while' (faster reading times for non-parallel than parallel structure), but this is not what the analyses revealed. Rather, reading times with 'but' and 'while' were the same for both levels of the parallelism factor while 'and' elicited faster reading times for parallel than non-parallel sentences.
Finally, neither of these two accounts predicted the observed between-experiment variation (Experiment 1 vs. Experiments 2 and 3). To accommodate the results from all three experiments, we need to make further assumptions about compositional interpretation involving the first conjunct, the conjunction, and the second conjunct. One such assumption is that conjunction meaning seems to modulate parallelism facilitation only when the contrast established by the conjunction applies to the (parallel or non-parallel) noun phrase constituents in the second clause. This was the case in Experiments 2 and 3, where the target noun phrases were both adjacent to the conjunction and the only contrasting clausal elements. By contrast, in Experiment 1, the temporal adverb and verb of the second conjunct contrasted with the adverb and verb in the first clause. Since the adverb and verb were moreover adjacent to the conjunction and separated the conjunction from the two target noun phrases, comprehenders could satisfy any expectations of semantic contrast before processing the target noun phrases in the second conjunct. It is possible that, once satisfied, contrastive expectations no longer affected downstream sentence constituents (i.e., the target noun phrases). A further reason for the absence of conjunction effects in Experiment 1, and their presence in Experiments 2 and 3, could relate to sentence structure differences. The coordination of sub-ordinate clauses in Experiments 2 and 3 (compared with main clause coordination in Experiment 1) likely increased clausal coherence and could have enhanced effects of the conjunction. The semantic account together with either (or both) of these two additional factors can accommodate the absence of clear effects of the conjunction on parallelism facilitation in Experiment 1 and its presence in Experiments 2 and 3.
To the extent that clausal coherence alone is the key factor, we should replicate effects of the conjunction on parallelism facilitation even when we insert the temporally contrastive adverbs in sub-ordinate clause coordination (e.g., Der Mann sagt, dass gerade den Fechter der Gegner besiegt und/aber gestern. . .). If, however, temporal contrast alone is the deciding factor in the differences between Experiments 1 and 2, then we should see conjunction effects in Experiment 1 when we remove the temporal adverbs and position the verb in between the two noun phrases (e.g., Den Fechter besiegt der Gegner und/ aber. . . 'The fencer (obj) overwhelms the opponent and/ but . . .').
An account that can accommodate the present findings must also explain why contrastive conjunctions did not reverse the parallelism effects but merely eliminate them. The completion data can speak to this issue. Sentence fragments in object-subject order elicited more object-subject than subject-object completions (in both Experiments 2 and 3) and at the same time the conjunction modulated the semantic similarity (Experiments 2 and 3). This suggests that both constituent order priming and compositional semantic interpretation play a role in procuring the observed facilitation. The eye-tracking data suggest further that they both apply at the same time, at least for the present clause-level parallelism effects, since the observed main effects of parallelism and their interaction with the conjunction emerged in the same measure and at the same word region.
Alternative versions of a priming account
Consider next, whether alternative instantiations of the priming account could alone accommodate the present results. Priming can operate at multiple levels (e.g., semantic priming: Meyer & Schvanefeldt, 1971 ; structural priming: Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Schenkein, 1980; Weiner & Labov, 1983 , see Pickering & Ferreira, 2008 for a review), and could thus occur for both constituent order and semantic structure in our sentences. When constituent order is parallel (vs. non-parallel) in our materials, the thematic role relations in the two clauses are also parallel (vs. non-parallel). It is likely that processing benefits from repetition at both of these linguistic levels. However, parallelism effects for 'and' and 'but' coordination would be identical under this account since the repetition of syntactic structure and semantic representations alone (without the effects of the conjunction) would not lead to differential parallelism facilitation for 'and' compared with 'but' coordination.
An alternative lexicalized priming account, discussed in Knoeferle and Crocker (2009) , allows conjunction meaning to affect the probability of constituent order rules. For instance, if comprehenders process a first conjunct in object-subject order, that rule would be more highly activated than when it has not recently been active. The conjunction 'and' should boost expectations of the same constituent order. By contrast, but' would boost the activation of non-parallel constituent order. Thus, on the modified priming account, the activation of a constituent order rule would be conditional upon conjunction meaning. This would predict the observed modulation of parallelism facilitation in the reading times through the conjunction. However, in the completion studies, people should have produced more syntactically parallel completions following 'and' than 'but', which was not the case. Instead, the conjunction meaning affected the semantic similarity of the completions. Thus, a view on which the conjunction modulates constituent order parallelism alone does not best accommodate the overall pattern of results.
A lexicalized priming account that incorporates not only the conjunction and constituent order but also conjunct meaning, can accommodate the findings from Experiments 2 and 3 (although one may ask whether it is appropriate to conceptualize the interaction of these three factors as 'priming' rather than compositional processing). The conjunction affected the semantic similarity of the completions in Experiments 2 and 3 and it modulated parallelism effects during reading. In addition, an objectsubject constituent order in the first conjunct primed more similar object-subject than subject-object completions. The pattern for the completion and eye-tracking studies together thus implicates both constituent order structure and the semantic context in the observed parallelism effects.
Together (a) the modulation of incremental parallelism effects by the conjunction; (b) the modulation of the semantic similarity of the completions in Experiments 2 and 3 by the conjunction; and (c) the between-experiment context differences, require an account that implicates not only constituent order structure but also the surrounding syntactic and semantic context in parallelism facilitation. 
